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the following terms as applied to a square matrix /: (ai5):

eigenvalue;

characteristic polynomial, r/a()), of. A;

ttace of A (tr(A)) .

I

\r:be an eigenvector of a real nxn matrix I corresponding to the eigenvalue

that r is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue ,\* of A*, for

:1,2,3,' '' . Hence show that, if A is

idempotent matrix, then ,\ must be 0 or L.

matrix, fhen $n(t): t' and tr(A) : g.

, ,\,, be eigenvalues of an n x n matrix A with multiplicities. Prove

or.r. +!(46 - ),,), for j : 1,2,,'..,n;

= lr x )z-x ..' X )r, where det ,4 means determinant af A.

if two diagonalizable matrices A and .B have the same eigenvectors

BA.

of the above statement with an assumption that the ergen-

all distinct.



2. (a) Define the following terms:

i. minimum polynomial;

ii. irreducibie polynomial,

of a square matrix.

(b) Prove the following:

i. If rn(t) is the minimum polynomial of an rz x rz matrix A and rhe(t)

characteristic polynomial ol A, then zlta(t) divides lm(t)1".

ii. The characteristic and minirnum polynomials of a square matrix ha

same irreducibie factors.

iii' /(t) : tn *an-ttn-I+ "'+ a,fi* os is the minimum polynomial

fl,-square matrix

0

l

0

00-ao
0 0 -e,1

00-a2

00
00

1 0 -an*2
0 1 -an-1

Hence find the matrix whose minimum polynomial is t4-5 t3 -2t2+

3. (*) Find an orthogonal transformation which reduces the following quad

to a diagonal form

5rl + lbl - zrf; + I}rps * l2r2rs.

(b) Simultaneously diagonalize the following pair of quadratic forms

"? - "3 
+ *? - 2r2ns - 2n1ns - 2rp2;

3rl + n! + k! t 2rfiz - 2r2r3 - 2nyrs.



Prove that A is an n, x ri real symrnetric matrix if and only if there exists an

orthogonal matrix Q such that Qr AQ is diagonal.

Find an orthogonal matrix Q and a diagonal ru.atrix lJ such that Qr AQ : D,

where

Define the term inner product in a vector space.

Let C10,1] be the vector space of all real-valued continuous functions on [0,1].

For any two functions /(c) and 9(r) in C10,1], define

(f ,g): [' y61n1*10*.
Jo

Show that ( , ) is an inner product on C[0,1].

Use the Gram-Schmidt process to find orthonormal basis for the column space

of the matrix

^:(l j^-: 
)
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